FRED™ New Features
Version 18.61.2
Illuminating Ideas

Introduction
Photon Engineering makes every possible effort to have regular releases which provide significant feature
and usability enhancements to FRED. The purpose of this document is to convey the most recent
features added to FRED in the last release and describe both their utility and implementation with
reference to any examples which demonstrate their use.

New Features
Polarization Diffraction Efficiency
The Full Efficiency Table specification for diffraction grating efficiencies has been extended to
support power and phase efficiencies for S and P polarization states with S-P cross-coupling.
Refer to the Help topic Geometry > Surfaces > Gratings Overview > Full Efficiency Table for
detailed information on the appropriate file formatting for supplying diffraction grating efficiency
data.
Data Collector Surfaces
Geometry represented using the Faceted Surface construct (*.OBJ or *.STL file format
specifications) can be specified to collect data dynamically during the raytrace for each triangle
facet of the surface. This allows the incident (or absorbed) irradiance, power, ray density, or ray
counts to be analyzed and displayed for arbitrary geometry shapes, providing an analysis
capability that complements the analysis grid shapes supported by Analysis Surfaces and
Detector Entities. This analysis is also supported in FREDmpc, using GPUs for raytracing and
analyses. Refer to the Help topic Analyses > Data Collector Surface Visualization for more
information.
Optimization Aberration Reporting
A “variables” option has been added to the Output/Results tab of the Optimization Define/Edit
dialog that will activate reporting of individual aberration information to the output window during
optimization.
Optimization Compare Before/After
A “Compare before and after” option has been added to the Output/Results tab of the
Optimization Define/Edit dialog that will activate reporting of variable values before and after
optimization. A new “intrinsic” aberration value is also reported, which maps directly to the
aberration values defined by the user in the Merit Function Aberrations tab. Previously, only the
form of the aberration used internally for optimization was reported.
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Optimization Intensity
Directional Analysis Entities can now be used for defining optimization aberrations. Two
supporting aberration types, “Intensity Peak to Valley” and “Intensity Variance”, have been added.
FREDmpc Surface Incident/Absorbed Power
The Surface Incident/Absorbed Power analysis is now supported in FREDmpc.
FREDmpc Render Mode
A new 3D view rendering mode has been added that renders the system model in the 3D view
using real-time GPU raytracing. This can be useful for visually assessing the GPU interpretation
of the model. This can be accessed by selecting the “Toggle MPC Render Mode” option on the
3D View menu.
Multi-threading Architecture
The multi-threading code base has been updated to more generally support newer workstations
with multiple CPU architectures.
Close All Chart Windows
The Windows menu contains a new “Close All Chart Views” option that will close any open chart
window tabs.
CodeV Import Updates
Upgraded the handling of edge/bevel constructions for Lens elements and added support for the
“;” delimited form of model glass specifications.

Miscellaneous Updates and Bug Fixes
In addition to the major new improvements described above, this release contains many smaller
feature additions and bug fixes. Please refer to the Release Notes found on FRED’s Help menu
for a complete listing of all enhancements and defect resolutions.
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